INTORDUCTION
============

Nucleosome positioning impacts genome organization at sites of gene expression, recombination hotspots and origins of replication. Genome-wide nucleosome positioning maps have been studied extensively in yeast, fly, worm and mammalian cells in culture ([@gks665-B1; @gks665-B2; @gks665-B3; @gks665-B4; @gks665-B5; @gks665-B6; @gks665-B7]). Changes in gene expression are usually accompanied by local reorganization of chromatin achieved by modification of the affinity of DNA for histones by covalent modifications and ATP dependent chromatin remodeling complexes. It is now well known that covalent modifications on histones, like methylation, acetylation and ubiquitinylation, mark genes for activation or repression. Apart from this, incorporation of histone variants provides another mechanism to modify DNA-histone affinity during transient changes in expression of genes. Although the presence of histone variants is well established, the functional role of these variants in regulation of gene expression is not fully understood. H2A.Z, a highly conserved variant of the histone H2A, is known to be associated with nucleosomes adjacent to the Transcription Start Site (TSS). H2A.Z differs from H2A in sequence and can confer unique properties on the nucleosome. The presence of H2A.Z at the −1 and +1 nucleosomes that flank the TSS has been linked to dynamic changes in gene expression. The presence of H2A.Z in the +1 nucleosome is correlated with high expression of genes in *Drosophila* ([@gks665-B3]). Shivaswamy *et* *al.* showed that, in yeast, the displacement of nucleosomes in the vicinity of the TSS is associated with dynamic changes in gene expression during heat shock response ([@gks665-B8]). Similarly, the displacement of the −1 nucleosome, containing the H2A.Z variant, was implicated in the transcriptional induction of genes during T-cell activation ([@gks665-B4]). Both the yeast and human studies use conditions where rapid changes in gene expression take place in a large number of genes. More recently, several studies have shown that the positioning of nucleosomes can influence the accessibility of regulatory factors to the DNA. The stability of nucleosomes is a potentially important property that facilitates displacement of nucleosomes and accessibility of regulatory factors that depends on the incorporation of histone variants. Thus, histone variants can affect the footprint of the nucleosomes and their stability, key factors that can influence rapid transcriptional activation. However, the role of these factors in establishing and sustaining basal tissue-specific expression levels of genes is not understood.

We generated a genome-wide nucleosome positioning map for the mouse liver and analysed the organization of nucleosomes with specific histone variants around the TSS in transcriptionally active and silent genes. We used this nucleosome positioning map to study the impact of the organization of histone variants and the relative positioning of nucleosome at the TSS on the steady-state expression levels of genes. Here we show that, typically, each gene is associated with a prominent H2A.Z containing nucleosome. The distance between the H2A.Z containing nucleosome and the TSS is inversely correlated to the expression level of the gene and RNA polymerase II occupancy up to seven nucleosomes in the promoter region. We confirmed that this relation between H2A.Z positioning and expression was seen in the mouse brain and liver tissue. This is a unique feature of H2A.Z variant because H3.3, a known H2A.Z interacting partner and a variant of the H3 histone was also localized at distinct promoter positions, but was not correlated to the expression levels of genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sample preparation
------------------

Liver and brain tissue from 8 week old, female FVB/NJ inbred mouse was dissected and homogenized to single-cell suspension in PBS. Nuclei were isolated as described previously ([@gks665-B9]). DNA fraction was purified from micrococcal nuclease digested (1U/O.D. MNase (Fermentas-EN0181) for 45 min at 37°C) chromatin after proteinase K treatment (60 µg/reaction). The DNA fraction was precipitated and subjected to RNase A treatment (DNase inactivated) (30 µg/reaction for 1 h at 37°C). The DNA was then precipitated and electrophoresed on 2% agarose gel, band corresponding to 150 bp was excised and gel purified ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks665/DC1)). Manufacturer's instructions were followed for preparation of libraries for Solexa-based sequencing. Briefly, ends of the mononucleosomal DNA were repaired, to generate blunt end fragments, dATP was added to create a 3′ overhang. Manufacturer provided adapters were ligated to these fragments, and were selected by gel purification following electrophoresis. Finally, a small 10 step PCR was performed to generate DNA library.

ChIP-seq
--------

ChIP was performed as described earlier by Nelson *et* *al.* and Skene *et* *al.* ([@gks665-B10],[@gks665-B11]). Mononucleosomes were prepared as described above, in case of non-crosslinked ChIP experiments. In case of crosslinking, formaldehyde was added to the nuclei at a final concentration of 1.1% and incubated for 15 min. The reaction was quenched by adding glycine at a final concentration of 0.125 M for 5 min. The crosslinked nuclei were used for the preparation of mononucleosomes as mentioned above. For preparing mononucleosomes for ChIP, MNase was added at 3U/O.D. concentration. The reaction was stopped by the addition of MNase Stop buffer (25 mM Tris Cl pH-7.5, 100 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 1% SDS). Prior to pre-clearing, the Protein A agarose beads (Santa Cruz sc-2001) were washed 5 times with Dilution Buffer (20 mM Tris Cl pH-7.5, 2 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCL2, 3 mM CaCl2, 1% Triton X-100). The chromatin was pre-cleared using blocked agarose beads. The supernatant was then subdivided into three fractions namely; input, mock and ChIP. Antibodies for H3.3(ab62642)/H2A.Z(ab18263) were added to the fraction for overnight incubation at 4°C. For mock, antibody for mouse IgG was used. The supernatant was then incubated with protein A agarose beads which were pre-washed with IP Buffer (50 mM Tris Cl pH-7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% NP-40, 1% Triton X-100) for 1 h 30 min at 4°C. The immunocomplex was then eluted using Chelex-100 (Bio-Rad, cat. no. 142-1253) as described earlier ([@gks665-B10]). The DNA sample was then treated with 3 ul of Proteinase K (20 mg/ml). It was incubated at 55°C for 45 min. Proteinase K was inactivated by boiling the samples for 10 min. Condensate was centrifuged to the bottom of the tube at 12 000*g* for 1 min at 4°C. The DNA was then treated with proteinase K and phenol-chloroform purified. The samples were RNase treated and repurified using phenol-chloroform extraction. The resulting DNA was used further for library preparation for Solexa sequencing. The DNA was used for SYBR green-based q-PCR analysis. We used SYBR Green Master Mix in a 10 ul reaction (3 ul DNA template, 2 ul primer pair (10 uM each), 5 ul Master Mix) in 384-well plate. qPCR validation of nucleosome occupancy and histone variant containing nucleosomes for selected regions was carried out using specific primers ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks665/DC1)). q-PCR data were analysed according to Pfaffl *et al.* ([@gks665-B12]).

Solexa sequencing and data processing
-------------------------------------

The DNA library for mononucleosomes and ChIP samples was used to generate clusters on GAIIx flow cell as per manufacturer's instructions using Illumina Cluster Station. The single end reads for nucleosome samples and paired end reads for ChIP samples were generated using Illumina Genome Analyzer GAIIx and analysed using the Illumina pipeline software with default parameters. The reads that qualified the quality cutoffs were mapped to the mouse Genome (mm9) using MAQ. The .mapview files were then processed using in-house developed python scripts; in case of paired-end reads, only correct pairs were used and processed to generate input files for GeneTrack ([@gks665-B13]). GeneTrack is a software package that performs smoothening of the data, detection of peaks and visualization of the data via webserver. The data fitting is done by Gaussian smoothing, the tightness of the fit was decided by fitting tolerance or SIGMA parameter which was 20. This represents the distance over which the contribution of the measurement falls to one-half of its original value. The peak prediction algorithm detects highest and non-overlapping peaks within assigned exclusion zone. The parameter blocks detection of any other peak within the specified region; exclusion zone of 147 bp was used for peak prediction. The predicted peaks are then stored in a database, which can then be retrieved along with chromosome, strand, coordinate and nucleosome strength information. All predicted nucleosomes extracted from GeneTrack were used for further analysis. For comparison among different datasets, normalization was carried out by dividing the number of reads with total number of reads for the respective sample and expressed in terms of per million total reads. Refseq ([@gks665-B14]) coordinates and RNA-seq ([@gks665-B15]) data were recovered from UCSC ([@gks665-B16]) and the Wold lab website, respectively. The unique reads from RNA-seq data for liver and brain were used for our analysis. RNA polymerase II occupancy data used were from Sun *et* *al*. ([@gks665-B17]) and processed similar to the RNA-seq data. H2A.Z occupancy for human CD4+ T cells was plotted from data originally reported in Barski *et al.* ([@gks665-B18]).

Refseq genes were filtered to remove the genes with same start or stop coordinates, furthermore, refseq genes with expression information in GNFatlas ([@gks665-B19]) were retained. Nucleosome, histone variant containing nucleosomes, RNA-seq and RNA pol II data were mapped to 1500 bp upstream and downstream of the TSS of each of the filtered Refseq genes. For calculation of nucleosome counts around TSS for Refseq genes, occurrence of nucleosome was changed to 1 and absence to 0 to create a matrix of 3000 coordinates versus 19 815 genes. Summation for each of these 3000 coordinates was used to generate nucleosome counts. Similarly we performed this exercise for other datasets. In the same way, we used the strengths of the nucleosomes to calculate the nucleosome occupancy.

Classification of tissue-specific genes
---------------------------------------

We used whole brain expression, simulated by averaging the GNFatlas expression data from all the brain sub-regions, as a control to identify genes that are amenable to transcription but silent in the liver. Log-transformed, quantile-normalized expression levels from GNFatlas were used for all calculations. Highly expressed genes were selected using a subset of probesets with expression level greater than 8 (average + 1 SD) and less than 2-fold change between brain and liver (Log~2~FC = log~2~(Liver) − log~2~(Brain); (+1 \> Log~2~FC \> −1)). Equal numbers of liver-specific probesets were created by selecting for the 1100 probesets with maximum Log~2~FC values between liver and brain. These probesets correspond to 1074 equally expressed genes, 947 silenced genes and 886 liver-specific genes, in Refseq. One thousand randomly generated genome coordinates were used for retrieving nucleosome profiles for random regions.

Clustering
----------

The 3000 (coordinates) by 19 815 (genes) matrices for nucleosome strength were used for clustering. The genes positioned in rows were clustered according to nucleosome positions using *k*-means algorithm with *k* = 10, Euclidean distance metric and was iterated 10 times. The software Cluster 3.0 ([@gks665-B20]) was used for all of our clustering requirements and visualization of these clusters was done using Java Tree View ([@gks665-B21]). Clusters were rearranged in the order of proximity from TSS.

RESULTS
=======

Nucleosome mapping
------------------

We isolated mononucleosomes, ligated the mononucleosomal DNA to adaptors and sequenced it using Solexa GAIIx (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Data fitting and nucleosome prediction was done using GeneTrack ([@gks665-B13]), with parameters as applied previously for yeast and Drosophila ([@gks665-B3],[@gks665-B22],[@gks665-B23]). We sequenced 94 million (93 501 978) nucleosomes which mapped to 10 million (9 970 240) consensus nucleosome positions for liver. The consensus nucleosome positions account for 2 GB of DNA sequence, with an average of 9 reads per nucleosome and cover 80% of the genome.

To confirm that we captured the known features of *in vivo* nucleosome occupancy, we explored nucleosome occupancy in specific regions of the genome. The highest nucleosome occupancy was at regions near the centromeres and telomeres. The mouse major satellite, consisting of 207 nucleotide repeat covering 40 kb on chromosome 9 is known to favour positioning of nucleosomes ([@gks665-B23],[@gks665-B24]). The average nucleosome occupancy per nucleotide within the satellite was significantly higher than the corresponding value for the adjacent regions on the same chromosome ([Supplementary Figure S2A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks665/DC1)). If a read happened to have two sites to which it matched perfectly, then it got assigned randomly leading to an average picture when sequences were aligned to identical repeats. The major satellite carries about 100 nucleosomes arranged in tandem flanked by GC-rich regions that are relatively free of nucleosomes. We found that both major and minor satellites and TG repeats were nucleosome dense whereas other simple repeat satellites like ZP3AR had relatively low nucleosome density ([Supplementary Figure S2B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks665/DC1)). We next sought to examine the positioning of nucleosomes in liver-specific genes, known to be expressed at high level *in vivo*. We used the Mup1 and Mup9 genes because they code for the Major Urinary proteins expressed at high levels in the liver ([@gks665-B25],[@gks665-B26]). RNA-seq data were used to confirm that these genes were transcriptionally active in the liver ([@gks665-B15]). We found that the region immediately following the TSS of these genes was associated with a strongly positioned nucleosome ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks665/DC1)). The nucleosome organization around the TSS of Mup 1 was also confirmed by qPCR ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks665/DC1)).

We generated the nucleosome occupancy profile around the TSS of all mouse Refseq genes and found a pattern similar to that reported earlier in yeast ([@gks665-B7]) and *Drosophila* ([@gks665-B3]), with a narrow nucleosome depleted region at the TSS followed by a strongly positioned nucleosome ([Figure 1](#gks665-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The +1, +2 and +3 nucleosome peaks were centred at 120, 330 and 500 bp downstream to the TSS. The apparent difference between the baseline nucleosome counts at geneic regions and random regions is due to the use of only 1000 random regions in comparison to 20 000 genes. Figure 1.Nucleosome organization patterns at the TSS of all Refseq, constitutive, silent and tissue-specific genes in liver. The nucleosome counts around the TSS of (**A**) all Refseq genes (*n* = 19 815) in liver centred around the TSS and random regions represented by the dotted line (*n* = 1000). The annotated TSS of Refseq genes (A) is marked by zero. Thousand Random regions of similar length from the genome were analysed and the centre was marked as zero. The counts are normalized to per million reads. RNA-seq data confirm the annotated TSS of mouse Refseq genes in liver for constitutive (*n* = 1074) (**B**), silent (*n* = 947) (**C**) and tissue-specific genes (*n* = 886) (**D**). Selection of genes is described in 'Materials and Methods' section. The nucleosome counts of the corresponding regions around the TSS of constitutive (**E**), silent (**F**) and tissue-specific genes (**G**).

We classified genes according to their expression pattern into three classes, namely, Liver-specific genes, Constitutive genes and Silent genes based on the tissue-specific microarray data from GNFatlas and further confirmed their expression and TSS position using RNA-seq data ([Figure 1](#gks665-F1){ref-type="fig"}B--D). We find highly phased nucleosomes in constitutive genes and liver-specific genes ([Figure 1](#gks665-F1){ref-type="fig"}E and G) whereas, silent genes, in contrast, showed a less pronounced nucleosome depleted region at the TSS and weaker phasing on either side ([Figure 1](#gks665-F1){ref-type="fig"}F). The peak to peak distances varied from 210 bp between +1 and +2 nucleosomes to 170 bp between +2 and +3 peaks. This pattern in the liver-specific and constitutive genes agrees well with the previous reports from yeast ([@gks665-B1]) showing that a nucleosome depleted region at the TSS followed by a series of phased nucleosomes, facilitates gene expression.

Masking of TSS by nucleosome in silent genes
--------------------------------------------

The +1 nucleosome from the TSS is known to be positioned differently between yeast and the fly; the peak centred around +135 bp from the TSS in *Drosophila*, whereas the yeast +1 nucleosome is closer to the TSS, with a peak at +60 bp ([@gks665-B3]). We observed that the relative position of the +1 nucleosome in genes expressed at high levels in the liver was different from that of silent genes. The peak of the +1 nucleosome in constitutive genes is at +119 with respect to the TSS. Since the average length of the DNA associated with a mononucleosome is 147 bp, the +1 nucleosome will therefore occupy a footprint spanning +46 to +192 from the TSS in case of constitutive genes. In liver-specific genes, which are also transcriptionally active, the peak of the +1 nucleosome is centred at +98 suggesting a footprint from +25 to +171 with respect to the TSS ([Table 1](#gks665-T1){ref-type="table"}). However, the +1 nucleosome peak is centred at +40 in genes silenced in the liver allowing its footprint to span from −33 to +113, relative to the TSS. This allows the +1 nucleosome to mask the TSS of the silenced genes. Unlike the satellite sequences, these sequences are silent in liver but are transcribed in other tissues. We find this observation qualitatively reproducible in other samples tested, although this study is based on a single mouse (Data not shown). Table 1.Position of +1 nucleosome with respect to TSS of genes+1 Nucleosome positionSilent genes−33--113Constitutive genes46--192Liver-specific genes25--171

To explore this possibility further, we examined the relative positioning of the TSS and nucleosomes at the gene level. About 41% of the silenced genes had a prominent nucleosome masking the TSS ([Figure 2](#gks665-F2){ref-type="fig"}A--B). Cytochrome P450 and Murinoglobulin 1, well-known liver-specific genes involved in detoxification serve as typical examples. As shown in [Figure 2](#gks665-F2){ref-type="fig"}C and D, the TSS of these genes is masked by a nucleosome in the brain, while it is vacated in the liver. Figure 2.Nucleosome occupancy at the TSS in liver-specific genes. Nucleosome occupancy at TSS of Liver-specific genes (*n* = 1074) in the liver (**A**) and brain (**B**). Two typical liver-specific genes Cytochrome P 450 (**C**) and Murinoglobulin (**D**) have nucleosome-free TSS in the liver, while the same positions are occupied by nucleosome in the brain.

We find that the mouse liver nucleosome occupancy profile is identical to the canonical pattern reported for yeast and the Drosophila with a nucleosome-free TSS followed by positioned strong nucleosomes downstream. Our data clearly show that the expression of the gene is not dependent on the presence of +1 nucleosome, since we detect +1 nucleosome in the constitutive and liver-specific genes as well as the silent genes ([Figure 1](#gks665-F1){ref-type="fig"}). However Li *et* *al.* reported that in mouse liver the TSS is devoid of nucleosomes and is flanked by nucleosome depleted regions on either side suggesting that the −1, +1, +2 and +3 nucleosomes are absent in liver irrespective of the expression level of the gene ([@gks665-B27]). We hypothesized that the reason for this discrepancy between the nucleosome profiles could be the difference in stability of the nucleosomes around the TSS. Two histone variants, the H2A.Z and the H3.3 are known to destabilize nucleosomes ([@gks665-B28]) and are prone to dissociation in the absence of chemical crosslinking agents ([@gks665-B29]). H3.3 is also known to be incorporated into nucleosomes formed after replication whereas H2A.Z is known to replace H2A in +1 nucleosomes of yeast and fly. Hence, we carried out ChIP-seq of H3.3 and H2A.Z of mouse liver chromatin with and without crosslinking.

H2A.Z/H3.3 ChIP-seq
-------------------

The occupancy profile of H3.3 in crosslinked liver nuclei resembled the nucleosome profile with the TSS being devoid of nucleosome and the +1 nucleosome showing a prominent peak ([Figure 3](#gks665-F3){ref-type="fig"}A). The H2A.Z profile was remarkably different, with both −1 and +1 nucleosome being equally enriched in H2A.Z. H2A.Z abundance dropped steadily from the −1 to −4 nucleosomes. Overlapping the nucleosome profile with the H2A.Z and H3.3 profiles showed that the region immediately downstream to the TSS is occupied by nucleosomes containing both H2A.Z and H3.3. In contrast, the nucleosomes upstream to the TSS seem to selectively incorporate H2A.Z but not H3.3. We analysed the H2A.Z and H3.3 occupancy profiles for transcriptionally active and silent genes separately. Besides its incorporation in the +1 nucleosome, the transcriptionally active genes also showed strong presence of H2A.Z upstream to the TSS as compared with the silent genes ([Figure 3](#gks665-F3){ref-type="fig"}B). Both constitutive genes and liver-specific genes showed a strongly positioned H3.3 at the +1 nucleosome which was lost in the absence of crosslinking ([Figure 3](#gks665-F3){ref-type="fig"}C). In contrast, the silent genes lacked both the H3.3 and H2A.Z signals presenting a flat landscape of H2A.Z/H3.3 occupancy at the TSS ([Figure 3](#gks665-F3){ref-type="fig"}B and C). When non-crosslinked chromatin from mouse liver was used, the +1 nucleosome containing H3.3 could not be recovered ([Figure 3](#gks665-F3){ref-type="fig"}A). These results strongly suggest that nucleosomes flanking the TSS can provide a landscape of varying accessibility by incorporating histone variants that influence nucleosome fragility. Figure 3.ChIP-seq signal for H2A.Z and H3.3 around TSS of Refseq genes. (**A**) The crosslinked ChIP-seq counts around the TSS of all Refseq genes (*n* = 19 815) were plotted for three separate ChIP-seq experiments, namely; H2A.Z from crosslinked chromatin, H3.3 from crosslinked and non-crosslinked chromatin. The ChIP-seq counts around the TSS for H2A.Z (**B**) and H3.3 (**C**) in liver specific (black), constitutive (red) and silent (pink) genes.

Proximity of H2A.Z to TSS correlates with gene expression level
---------------------------------------------------------------

The composite H2A.Z and H3.3 profiles shown in [Figure 3](#gks665-F3){ref-type="fig"}A, for all genes cannot provide information about the organization of these variants at individual gene promoters. For instance it suggests that H2A.Z is most abundant at the −1 position and gradually decreases further upstream. However, it does not differentiate between each gene having a single prominent H2A.Z nucleosome at different positions, or most genes having H2A.Z at multiple positions. We clustered genes according to their H3.3 and H2A.Z occupancy to identify genes with strong positioning of the variants in nucleosomes flanking the TSS. We found distinct groups of genes with one H2A.Z variant containing nucleosome each at different positions in the promoter region. The vast majority of genes had a single H2A.Z containing nucleosome in their promoter. We found a striking ordered arrangement of H2A.Z, in clusters of genes ([Figure 4](#gks665-F4){ref-type="fig"}A). Genes with multiple TSS within the analysed region were excluded from further analysis. Barring such genes, the nucleosome with the variant histone was detected at different positions relative to TSS in different clusters. We hypothesized that the relative position of the inherently unstable nucleosome containing the histone variant maybe correlated to the expression levels of the genes, since the abundance of H2A.Z was steadily decreasing upstream ([Figure 3](#gks665-F3){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement with our hypothesis, we found that gene clusters with H2A.Z containing nucleosome positioned farther away from the TSS had relatively less expression, over seven distinct positions. Thus, the proximity of the TSS to a single, prominent nucleosome containing the H2A.Z variant was directly correlated to the expression level of the gene ([Figure 4](#gks665-F4){ref-type="fig"}). We validated the presence of H2A.Z at the −6 and −5 nucleosomes from the TSS using qPCR on independently prepared Chip samples. Using qPCR on independently prepared ChIP samples, six genes showed enrichment at the expected position compared with the flanking sites ([Figure 5](#gks665-F5){ref-type="fig"}), ruling out the possibility that the prominent H2A.Z bands were artifacts introduced during library amplification for ChIP-seq. We next clustered genes based on the distance of H3.3 containing nucleosome from the TSS ([Figure 6](#gks665-F6){ref-type="fig"}A). Although most genes had one prominent H3.3 containing nucleosome, these clusters did not show any relation to expression level of the genes in the cluster ([Figure 6](#gks665-F6){ref-type="fig"}). The non-crosslinked samples showed a notably smaller footprint of the H3.3 containing nucleosome compared with the crosslinked samples, suggesting that crosslinking allows specific mapping of the ends of mononucleosomal DNA. ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks665/DC1)). Figure 4.H2A.Z positioning around TSS and expression pattern in liver. (**A**) Clustering of genes according to the ChIP-seq counts around the TSS for H2A.Z. Clusters were rearranged according to proximity of H2A.Z containing nucleosome to TSS of Refseq genes. (**B**) Log-transformed and normalized expression values of genes in each cluster, inferred from GNFatlas data for liver, was represented as box plots for each cluster. Asterisk represents corrected *P-*value \< 0.01 and double asterisk represents corrected *P-*value \<0.001. Same gene order was used for arranging H3.3 occupancy profiles from crosslinked H3.3 (**C**). Figure 5.qPCR validation of H2A.Z localization to TSS-distal region of selected genes. Five genes selected from cluster 2(1); 3(4) and 4(1). Left panels show Nucleosome occupancy from GeneTrack representation of Chip-seq data (see 'Materials and Methods' section for details). The red bars represent regions amplified by qPCR. Right panel shows fold enrichment in probed regions from q-PCR. Fold enrichment is represented relative to the most enriched region. Error bars represent standard deviations from triplicate experiments. Figure 6.H3.3 occupancy is not correlated to gene expression level. (**A**) Clustering of genes according to the ChIP-seq counts around the TSS for H3.3 occupancy profiles from crosslinked chromatin. (**B**) Log-transformed and normalized gene expression values in liver, inferred from GNFatlas data, is represented as box plots for each cluster from (A).

H2A.Z and H3.3 are known to interact with each other and destabilize the nucleosome ([@gks665-B29]). When analysed independently, we found the position of H2A.Z, but not H3.3 correlated to the expression level of genes. To find if the H2A.Z containing nucleosomes also contained H3.3, we plotted the H3.3 occupancy preserving the gene order in the clusters with distinct H2A.Z positions. H3.3 is indeed enriched at positions matching H2A.Z enrichment, suggesting that the H2A.Z co-localizes with H3.3 ([Figure 4](#gks665-F4){ref-type="fig"}C) in certain nucleosomes.

We found positive correlation between steady-state expression levels of genes and H2A.Z proximity to the TSS. However, steady-state transcript levels are dependent on RNA polymerase II activity and turnover. Therefore, we reasoned that we should find a higher RNA pol II occupancy at the TSS of genes with a proximal H2A.Z whereas genes with distal H2A.Z will show reduced occupancy. We analysed RNA pol II occupancy at the TSS of genes with proximity of H2A.Z and found a clear correlation ([Figure 7](#gks665-F7){ref-type="fig"}A and B). The average RNA polymerase II occupancy at the TSS steadily increased in clusters with sequentially closer H2A.Z positions in the promoter. This data also served to ensure that the distal H2A.Z co-localization was not due to tissue-specific alternative TSSs. Figure 7.RNA polymerase II occupancy is correlated to proximity of H2A.Z. RNA polymerase II occupancy was calculated as described in 'Materials and Methods' section. RNA polymerase II occupancy of each gene was calculated from −1500 to +1500 flanking the TSS and used for generating the heat map (**A**). The blue bars represent the clusters of genes with distinct H2A.Z positioning as in [Figure 4](#gks665-F4){ref-type="fig"}A. The maximum RNA polymerase II occupancy for each cluster was plotted against the position of centre of the H2A.Z containing nucleosome for each of the clusters ([Figure 4](#gks665-F4){ref-type="fig"}) relative to the TSS (**B**).

In order to explore whether this correlation between gene expression and H2A.Z positioning is also seen in other tissues, we generated H2A.Z ChIP-Seq data for the mouse brain. We clustered the H2A.Z ChIP-seq data for brain with respect to TSS of genes and compared the expression in brain. As in the liver, clusters with H2A.Z positioned farther from the TSS, show lower expression in the brain ([Figure 8](#gks665-F8){ref-type="fig"}). Liver and Brain differ in tissue heterogeneity and in the cell types content. Since the correlation between H2A.Z position and expression level is applicable in spite of these differences, this seems to be a general mechanism of regulating gene expression levels *in vivo*, irrespective of the tissue. Figure 8.H2A.Z positioning around TSS and expression pattern in brain. (**A**) Clustering of genes according to the ChIP-seq counts around the TSS for H2A.Z from crosslinked chromatin. Clusters were rearranged according to proximity of H2A.Z containing nucleosome to TSS of Refseq genes. (**B**) Log-transformed and normalized gene expression values in brain, inferred from GNFatlas data, is represented as box plots for each cluster from (A).

In summary, our results show that the +1 nucleosome is displaced in genes that are activated in the liver while it masks the TSS in silenced genes. Further, the +1 nucleosome consists of the H2A.Z and H3.3 variants while the region upstream of the TSS is occupied by nucleosomes containing the H2A.Z variant. The proximity of H2A.Z, but not H3.3, to the TSS was correlated to the expression level of genes. On the basis of these results, we propose a schematic model ([Figure 9](#gks665-F9){ref-type="fig"}) relating expression level to the +1 nucleosome positioning and H2A.Z incorporation. Figure 9.Schematic representation of nucleosome organization and H2A.Z positioning at eukaryotic promoters *in vivo*. The region upstream to the TSS is occupied by spaced nucleosomes, one of which contains H2A.Z. The farther this nucleosome is from the TSS, the lesser is the expression (thickness of the arrow) and RNA pol II occupancy at the TSS. The accessibility of the TSS is also determined by the displacement of the +1 nucleosome downstream, leaving a wide nucleosome-free region at the TSS.

DISCUSSION
==========

Schones *et* *al.* showed that the H2A.Z variant is associated with nucleosomes flanking the TSS and the eviction of the −1 nucleosome facilitates transcriptional induction of genes during T-cell activation ([@gks665-B4]). H2A.Z has also been shown to occupy nucleosomes flanking the TSS in yeast ([@gks665-B30]). Recently, it was shown that H3.3 is incorporated into the +1 nucleosomes in both active and repressed genes, but is enriched in the coding regions of active genes in ES cell culture ([@gks665-B31]). Here, by combining the ChIP-seq data for H2A.Z and H3.3 variants, we show that the −1 and +1 nucleosomes differ in the composition of histone variants.

The distance of the H2A.Z nucleosome up to 1500 bp upstream of the TSS, accounting for seven highly phased nucleosomes, was associated with a gradual reduction in gene expression level. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to relate *in vivo* expression levels and H2A.Z proximity, although the displacement of H2A.Z containing nucleosomes at −1 position has been implicated in dynamic activation of genes during T-cell activation and yeast heat shock response ([@gks665-B4],[@gks665-B8]). We therefore reanalysed the human T-cell H2A.Z occupancy data for any relation between proximity to TSS and expression level. Although we find the same trend, we find smaller clusters, with fewer genes in each cluster. The T-cell data are based on cultured CD4+ T cells, a largely homogenous population of cells, whereas our studies were performed using liver and brain tissues ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks665/DC1)). The human data were collected using single-end reads whereas our data are based on paired-end reads. Moreover, our data were based on 12 732 842 (brain) and 43 054 006 (liver) reads, respectively. Thus differences in chromatin preparation including crosslinking, number of reads and cell type differences prevent a direct comparison between the human and mouse data.

We found that a nucleosome is displaced from the TSS in transcriptionally active genes, to expose the TSS whereas it masks the TSS in silent genes. The stability of the nucleosomes can strongly influence the eviction of the nucleosomes at the TSS. A difference in +1 nucleosome position is known between yeast and fly nucleosome maps, but was attributed to species-specific differences in the transcription machinery and the mechanism used for transcriptional activation ([@gks665-B3]). Schones *et* *al.* reported a rapid displacement of the −1 nucleosome during T-cell activation, but the masking of the TSS was not observed.

Our results show a distinct difference from the reported nucleosome occupancy profiles for regions surrounding the TSS in mouse liver ([@gks665-B27]). We were intrigued that the +1 nucleosome was prominently detectable in our study whereas it was not detected in the earlier report. We demonstrate that the presence of variant histones accounts for this difference. Recently, it has been reported that the fragility of some nucleosomes may account for many nucleosome-free regions reported earlier ([@gks665-B32]). It has been shown that the incorporation of H2A.Z and H3.3, into the nucleosome can result in dissociation of nucleosome *in vitro*, although the *in vivo* relevance of the instability imparted by these histone variants is not understood. In cultured cells, it has been shown that H3.3/H2A.Z double variant-containing nucleosomes mark many regions of active promoters and other regulatory regions previously reported to be nucleosome free ([@gks665-B28]). Our results show that in the absence of chemical crosslinking, the +1 nucleosome is destabilized during preparation. This also accounts for the difference in the profiles reported in Li *et* *al.* and our study. In future, it will be interesting to study the inter-individual variability in genome-wide nucleosome positioning. We found that H3.3, a variant of the H3 histone, also known as the replacement histone, due to its preferential incorporation into new nucleosomes following replication, is abundant in the nucleosome immediately following the +1 nucleosome.

Recently, human H2A.Z has been implicated in recruitment of RNA pol II during transcriptional initiation at transiently induced genes ([@gks665-B33]). On the basis of our observation that the proximity of H2A.Z to the TSS is an important determinant of steady-state expression level of genes in the mammalian liver, we propose that a single-weak H2A.Z-H3.3 containing nucleosome upstream of each gene is involved in recruitment of the RNA polymerase. The distance traversed by the RNA pol II, through a landscape of more stable nucleosomes, before changing into the elongating RNA pol II conformation could negatively impact the rate of transcriptional initiation at the TSS of the gene. Alternatively, H2A.Z may affect the recruitment of basal transcription factors in the pre-initiation complex, either by a direct interaction or by destabilizing the nucleosome, resulting in more effective activation of genes when it is localized close to the TSS.
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